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Words: Phil Robinson, Communications Manager, INCOSE UK

Welcome
Hello and welcome to the Spring
edition of Preview magazine.

This issue is absolutely packed with
news and features; so much so that we
have had to hold back on releasing it
just so that we could get everything in!

In terms of Society news, we are
delighted to promote our latest
publication, titled ‘Don’t Panic! The
Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Model-
Based Systems Engineering’. Written by
Jon Holt and Simon Perry, this offers
you a step-by-step introduction to the
world of MBSE, including common
pitfalls and how to avoid them. If you
are attending their course at the 2017
Training Day then you will receive your
copy on the day. For all those who can’t
make it, you can order yours online
now from our website.

Moving on through the issue, we have
our usual update from the UK Chapter
President, Ivan Mactaggart, which is
followed by him answering some more
of your questions. If you would like to
see your question answered in a future
issue, make sure to email it over to us at
preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.

We have an update from our
Professional Development and
Membership Manager, Lynn Davis,
covering all of the recent successes by
our Chapter members on their paths to
Certification and Professional
Registration. In addition to this, we are
also delighted to have two more
products to add to our offering, in the
form of ‘U3: What is Continuing
Professional Development’ and ‘Z12:
Human Factors for Systems Engineers’.

Both guides are available in PDF format
for free from our website (along with the
rest of the U-Guide and Z-Guide series).
You can find them here.

Have you heard of the INCOSE
Technical Leadership Institute? Don’t
worry if not, as we have an update from
the course coaches to help fill you in.

On a more granular level, we have
reports from some of our local groups.
Following the Human Centric Systems
Engineering (HCSE) Working Group’s
contribution to the latest INCOSE UK
Z-Guide, Rupert England gives us an
update on their progress and what they
learned while working on this
document. Additionally, Tim James
provides us with details on the Bristol
Local Group’s new learning workshop,
InDevelopment. The first of these events
was held earlier this year and was a
great success - we look forward to seeing
more of these take place in the near
future.

Returning to our regular features, for
this issue’s ‘I am a Systems Engineer
and I Do…’ we have Rob Welby from
Arcadis, who shares his experience of
working in SE in the rail industry and
offers his top tips for those who are just
starting out in their career.

If you have been considering
volunteering with INCOSE UK then
you may enjoy our feature with John
Lomax, ‘I am a Volunteer and I Do’.
He shares the story of how he ended up
being a Certification Application
Reviewer (CAR) and where it has led
him from there.

Back in April, INCOSE UK held its first
Early Careers Day, where our UKAB
companies were encouraged to bring
along a member who was early in their
SE career, so that we could engage with
newer members of INCOSE UK and
ensure that we developed in a way that
supported both them, and the future of
SE in the UK. We’re pleased to say that
this event was a great success and you
can read feedback from those who
attended on the day in our dedicated
report.

As a standalone article we have a piece
from Luke Edelston, who after a period
spent travelling across Asia, shares his
experience of transport systems around
the world. East v West, which system is
better?

Finally we are pleased to present our
latest themed feature, centring on the
topic of the IoT. Each article focuses on
a different subject area within the IoT,
including security aspects, the medical
sector and smart cities. We hope that
you enjoy it.

Our last issue of the year will be
released in late Summer and the themed
feature will be ‘Supersized Systems’. If
you would like to include an article in
the next Preview then please contact us
at preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk -
the window for submissions is open
now.

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/Publication_Search.aspx?CatID=Publications
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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DON’T
PANIC!
The Absolute Beginner’s
Guide to Model-Based
Systems Engineering

INCOSE UK have been looking to develop their offering
in terms of technical products. Two of our members -
Prof. Jon Holt and Simon Perry - have co-authored the
first book in the 'Don't Panic!' series which is titled 'The
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Model-Based Systems
Engineering'.

The book is aimed at systems engineers, managers,
board members, students and anyone who is seriously
interested in using modelling to enhance and improve
their existing Systems Engineering activities.

Prof. Jon Holt explains "As practitioners of Model-Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE) one of the biggest
problems that faces us, the authors, is attempting to get
over that initial hurdle of engaging with the Systems
Engineering and wider communities without them
running for the hills in abstract fear at the mention of
MBSE, so this book is our response to this problem".

Simon Perry then goes on to explain "The aim of this
book is to provide an honest, straightforward and simple
introduction to the world of MBSE that almost anyone
can understand."

The INCOSE UK President, Ivan Mactaggart, stated
"The INCOSE UK Council were delighted to work with

Jon and Simon when they proposed this project. There is
a lot of confusion about Systems Engineering and the
various approaches, such as MBSE, so being able to offer
a book that can de-mystify one of these approaches is a
very good step forward."

Don’t Panic! will be having a soft
launch on June 7th at the 2017

INCOSE UK Training Day, at
Engineers’ House, Bristol.

If you are not attending, you can
order your copy direct now via the

INCOSE UK Web Store.

http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Store/Default.aspx?CatID=Store
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/Publication_Search.aspx?CatID=Publications
mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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It seems just a few weeks since I was
manically tapping the keyboard trying
to get my first President's Corner written
in time, and yet here we are firmly
heading towards the mid-part of the year
and another excellent Preview. This
edition focuses on the Internet of Things
and what seems an almost insatiable
appetite for total connectivity. This
poses great, and exciting, challenges for
Systems Engineers and in these pages
you will hear from Adrian Heard and
his thoughts on the challenges faced in
the healthcare domain. Theo Tryfones
from the University of Bristol will share
insights on the impact on the urban and
built environment, and Hazel
Woodcock provides those of us who are
not yet completely connected with a
useful A to Z of IoT terms.

Also in this issue, Mike Pelotti, Don
Gelosh and Patrick Godfrey provide an
update on the INCOSE Technical
Institute. This is a trail blazing activity
by INCOSE to identify future Systems
Engineering leaders and is now entering
its third cohort. Our Bristol Local Group
introduce a new type of multi-group
workshop developed by members
Richard Bray and Tim James. And, Rob
Welby shares his experiences as a
practicing Systems Engineer in the rail
sector.

INCOSE UK activity, of course,
continues at a pace and in January
many of our number attended the 2017
INCOSE International Workshop;
proving the UK Chapter continues in
contributing fully to the development of
Systems Engineering and driving the
Vision 2025 transition agenda. In my
first 'Corner' I mentioned that our April
Joint Council/UKAB Meeting would
include an Early Career Systems
Engineers Workshop. This proposal was
an excellent example of how our
Advisory Board contributes to INCOSE
UK activities and I am delighted to
inform you that we had almost 30 early
career systems engineers, from across
our UKAB organisations attend and
take part in a lively set of workshops
facilitated by the UKAB Chair, David
Venn and our President Elect, Kirsty

Akroyd-Wallis. I am very much looking
forward to seeing the outcomes of those
workshops being presented by Omer
Elroubi at our June Council meeting.
Omer, from Qinetiq, was selected by
the attendees to represent them at the
June Council meeting and will lead our
first early careers discussion.

The planning and implementation of the
workshop was intensive and its success
was the result of a number of
individuals, Dave Venn and Kirsty
Akroyd-Wallis I have mentioned,
however I extend my thanks here to
Hazel Woodcock, our Communications
Director and IBM who so generously
provided their Executive Briefing
Centre, Hursley House as the venue and
as series of informative tours of IBM
wider capabilities during the lunch
break. I am also grateful to David Long,
INCOSE Past President, who graciously
donated a prize to be given to the
delegate selected by the attendees to
represent them. As to upcoming events:

As we go to press we are going through
the process of re-accreditation as a
Licensed Affiliate by the Engineering
Council. Preparation for this assessment
has been a key deliverable for the
Secretariat and is, of course, essential to
our Professional Development
programme. My thanks go to Emma
Jane Taylor and Lynn Davis who led
this activity.

Our Annual Training Day takes place
on 7 June at Engineers House in Bristol
on the same day as our Council. I hope
to see some of you at Engineers House
during the breaks.

Finally, as I write I have been informed
that the Engineering Council has
approved our ‘Guidance in the
interpretation of UK-SPEC when
applying for Professional Registration as
a Systems Engineer’. This is an excellent
hand rail to the registration process and
the product of much hard work by its
principal authors, Alan Harding
(INCOSE President & INCOSE UK
Member) and Ian Presland (Professional
Development Director) to meet the
exacting standards of the Engineering
Council.

And if that's not enough, our latest
INCOSE UK publication; 'Don't Panic!
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to
Model-Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE)' written by Jon Holt (Technical
Director) and his fellow 'Scarecrow'
Simon Perry, will be officially launched
at our Training Day on 7 June. It's
available in the website store now!

Ivan

President’s Corner
Words: Ivan Mactaggart, INCOSE UK President  Images: Ivan Mactaggart

mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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What do you think have been the biggest developments in SE during your time in the field and what do you
see as being the next ones on the horizon?

For the UK I think the recognition of Systems Engineering by the Engineering Council and the subsequent development of a
recognised pathway to Chartership has been an amazing recent development. This formally recognised the profession of
Systems Engineering as a peer, equal of other branches of engineering, and in my opinion was a hugely significant step forward
in development of the discipline.  The growth of INCOSE UK and the UKAB demonstrates this well.

To meet some of the complex challenges of the future, Systems Engineering needs to encourage collaborative responsiveness;
enabling synergy across disciplines (a synthesis of principles?). This needs to be coupled with transient lifecycles and agile
development to meet the need to reduce time to deployment and ensure Systems Engineering plays its part in supporting
innovation, such as the autonomous systems of the future. Model Centric approaches will help this, although we are probably
moving far too slowly in our transition.

INCOSE has many interesting and valuable publications - are there any plans to get this information to the
attention of UK engineers in a quick simple way, such as regular e-mail summaries with links?

Yes - Hazel Woodcock, our Communications Director is leading in this area and has some great ideas, which I think we will see
start to roll out over the coming months.

INCOSE seems to be popular for Systems Engineering practitioners, but does it have much membership in
terms of company management? Would targeting this level have more influence in helping understand the
tangible benefits of systems engineering on cost and schedule? Would it be more effective if INCOSE UK set
itself up as part of a larger organisation such as the IET, with access to wider disciplines?

So to the first part: I can't give firm figures as we don't (yet) capture this sort of information, though looking at the roles of our
UKAB representatives we certainly have representation from senior management in those organisations. I know, from speaking
with them, that ASEC 2016 attracted a significant number of senior Systems Engineering managers who are very much aware of
the tangible benefits of Systems Engineering, as are their organisations.  We should also not forget the contribution of the
Academic leaders in our membership address who do much to influence senior industry leaders.

On your second point INCOSE UK is already part of the global INCOSE family of over 11000 members; whilst clearly not as
large as the IET we are very much a global organisation with global reach, including significant presence in the European
environment. That does not mean that we do not link up with other organisations where appropriate, our partnership with the
Association of Project Management led by Doug Cowper, and our new professional development partnership led by Ian
Presland (Professional Development Director) is a clear example of this. We are exploring ways of improving our engagement
and our Academic Director, Duncan Kemp, is leading this and will be presenting his findings to our Council.

What is the long term future for INCOSE UK?

In a word, Awesome! We have huge potential both in terms of increasing our membership (individual and UKAB), assisting
more members to achieve their professional development goals and directly influencing the future of Systems Engineering
through the outputs of our technical Working Groups (Agile, Architecture and MBSE are recent examples).

We have seen the publication of Jon Holt's excellent book Think Engineer attract incredible attention from around the world.
As we go to print INCOSE UK has just published Jon's latest book, 'Don't Panic! The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Model-
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE)'. Co -authored with Jon's fellow 'Scarecrow' Simon Perry, this is the first of a new and
exciting series of guides to add to the growing INCOSE UK publications.

As long as we have a strong diverse membership - like John Lomax (who shares his experience as an INCOSE volunteer in this
issue) - who are willing to give some of their time to take on a challenge and to drive the profession forward, INCOSE UK will
be leading the way.

Ask the President
In a continuation from last issue’s feature, Ivan has fielded more of your questions. If you have anything that you would like
to ask the President, please contact us at preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk

Words: Ivan Mactaggart, INCOSE UK President

mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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Professional Development Update
Words: Lynn Davis, Professional Development & Membership Manager, INCOSE UK

Certification

The number of INCOSE members applying for SEP through the UK online system continues to grow.

Below are the numbers of members achieving SEP Certification through the UK online system, along with the total number of
UK Chapter members who are certified.

There has been lots of interest in ASEP in recent months with Andrew Clapham, Philip Jackman, Ian Smith, Steve Bremner,
Paul Makselon, Andy Ure, Richard Whittle and Catherine Stace passing the Certification exam to become accredited since our
last Preview.  Eighteen more members have applied for ASEP so far in 2017 and are currently working towards the exam, with
six of them choosing the paper exam being held in association with the INCOSE UK Training Day on 7th June 2017.

We are also offering further congratulations to Philip Jackman and Ian Smith who have gone on to upgrade their ASEPs to
CSEPs, by undertaking a review of their Systems Engineering experience.

If you are interested in finding out more about Certification, you can read more on the INCOSE UK website, or contact Lynn
Davis on 01460 298217 or via email at profdev@incoseonline.org.uk.

Professional Registration

Since our last edition of Preview, INCOSE UK has begun working in their new registration agreement with the SEE and
processing member applications.

Our first CEng was passed on 30th March 2017, with an INCOSE UK interviewer being involved in the Professional Review
interview for the first time. In early 2017 we also welcomed our first two transferring registrants. Through our previous
agreement this was not possible and we're very happy that INCOSE UK members are now able to choose INCOSE UK as the
home for their registration.

Many INCOSE UK members have engaged with the application process by registering and downloading the forms. This is a
straightforward process and can be accessed either through the individual member profile or Professional Development areas of
the website.

There are key dates for applications to begin the professional registration process or apply to transfer. Our next deadline for
applications is 10th August 2017.

If you are interested in finding out more about the process, INCOSE UK mentors, transfers or any other aspect of professional
registration please contact Lynn Davis on 01460 298217 or profdev@incoseonline.org.uk.

http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/uGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/uGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/zGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications&SubCat=zGuides
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/zGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications&SubCat=zGuides
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Normal_Files/Professional_Development/Becoming_a_ASep_CSep_ESep.aspx?CatID=Professional_Development&SubCat=ASep_CSep_ESep
mailto:profdev@incoseonline.org.uk
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/IET/Default.aspx?CatID=Members_Area&SubCat=CENG_IENG
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Normal_Files/Professional_Development/Becoming_a_CEng_IEng.aspx?CatID=Professional_Development&SubCat=CENG_IENG
mailto:profdev@incoseonline.org.uk
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New INCOSE UK Tri-fold Guides Are Now Available
Our U-Guide series is all focused specifically on
your personal development and how to get the
most out of your career.

Our latest edition to this range is ‘U3: What is
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)?’,
which covers everything you need to know about
CPD, including why it is important and how to
plan it effectively.

You can access a PDF of U3 for free via the
INCOSE UK website.

Our Z-Guide series are accessible guides to
various aspects of Systems Engineering, designed
to be presented to individuals who are not directly
involved in Systems Engineering on a day to day
basis.

Our latest guide is titled ‘Z12: Human Factors for
Systems Engineers’ and has been put together by
the Human Centric Systems Engineering (HCSE)
Working Group.

You can access a PDF of Z12 for free via the
INCOSE UK website.

http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/uGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/uGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/zGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications&SubCat=zGuides
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Publications/zGuides.aspx?CatID=Publications&SubCat=zGuides
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Normal_Files/Professional_Development/Becoming_a_ASep_CSep_ESep.aspx?CatID=Professional_Development&SubCat=ASep_CSep_ESep
mailto:profdev@incoseonline.org.uk
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/IET/Default.aspx?CatID=Members_Area&SubCat=CENG_IENG
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Normal_Files/Professional_Development/Becoming_a_CEng_IEng.aspx?CatID=Professional_Development&SubCat=CENG_IENG
mailto:profdev@incoseonline.org.uk
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The INCOSE Technical Leadership Institute (TLI) is near to
completing recruitment of its third Cohort. We already have
truly world wide participation with 38 participants from five
continents; there are equal numbers from USA and other
countries.

Leadership skills are by and large developed from experience.
However the process can be accelerated by creating self
awareness, reflection and feedback of experience. Members
work in self organised purposeful teams and mentor each
other. They by and large meet virtually, with some face to
face meetings at the International Workshops (IW) and
International Symposiums (IS).

Over its first 18 months, the 1st Cohort has prepared the
Technical Leadership Model published at IS2016 in
Edinburgh and also ran the leadership World Cafe and Panel
dialogue.  This has since been supplemented by sharing an
inspiring set of leadership case histories which now need to be
converted into a publishable form.

Building on the Edinburgh output from the 1st Cohort, the
2nd Cohort has set out from their start to build on the learning
from the 1st Cohort. As an integrated team with subsidiary
working groups it is deepening the understanding of technical
leadership models.

It is exploring:

1. How Cohort 1's technical leadership model compare with
those adopted in their industrial organisations;

2. The implications for the leaders roll of the Cynefin Model;

3. The implications of various Change Management models
and developing technical leadership inputs for the INCOSE
Competency Working Group.

A very interesting competency modelling tool is being
innovated. It has been demonstrated at the prototype /
concept level.  The 2nd Cohort is now moving into a
convergent phase, whereby they define useful outputs for
publication by INCOSE to add to the body of Technical
Leadership Knowledge in due course.

In the mean time Cohort 1 is working as an integrated team to
create a draft strategy for the ongoing development of the
TLI. It is envisaged that as the Institute matures, those who
have tangibly contributed to the development of the INCOSE
TLI body of knowledge will continue to be Fellows of the
Institute so that it will evolve into a self governing component
of INCOSE, accountable to the Board. At this point, we the
three Coaches will have become unnecessary.

Michael Pennotti, Don Gelosh and Patrick Godfrey

INCOSE Technical Leadership Institute

As INCOSE continues to grow in an ever more complex
and interdependent world, we seek to accelerate the
development of Systems Engineering leaders who will
exemplify the best of our organization and our profession.

The Technical Leadership Institute (TLI) is a two-year
programme, with a new cohort formed annually. It
consists of four events per year, with individual project
work in between events.

Candidates must apply for the program and be
recommended by a supervisor who understands and
agrees to the two-year commitment.

You can read more information in the TLI booklet here.

Words: Michael Pennotti, Don Gelosh and Patrick Godfrey, TLI Coaches

http://www.incose.org/docs/default-source/newsevents/incose_institute_booklet.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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In Animal Farm, the Weltanshauung of
'all animals are equal' was revised by
Napoleon to 'some are more equal than
others'.  This Orwellian perspective is
common amongst many in Specialist
Engineering (SpE) attempting to support
Systems Engineering (SE)!

A persistent challenge affecting SpE
disciplines is the need for effective
engagement within SE.  To help meet this
need Human Factors engineers in the UK
developed a process of Human Factors
Integration (HFI) -the US equivalent is
Human Systems Integration. Yet, 30 years
on and with its own Standard and WG,
uptake of HFI remains patchy.  One
lesson is that all such best practice needs
an SE flag if the SE community are to use
it (and avoid thinking SpE stuff is for SpE
not SE people).  The SpE 'push' must
match an SE 'pull'.  It doesn't help that
SpE in general get little mention in the
INCOSE SE Handbook.  So for many,
SpE best practice remains either a "known
unknown" or an "unknown unknown"!

SE must evolve to deal with this and our
INCOSE UK WG was established to
support this evolution.  Our initial vision
was to formally embed HFI (a form of SE
for human issues) into the INCOSE UK/
SE mainstream.  This vision was revised at
our inaugural meeting (FEB2015) when
members opted to focus on humans as
integral parts of systems, rather than as
separate components needing integration.
And so HCSE was born.

Our aim is make SE more effective by
ensuring a broad range of human-related
concerns is addressed by default within
core SE activities.  This includes:

• Raising awareness of Human Centric
SpE (know the risks and benefits)

• Formally introducing established SpE
best practices (like HFI) to INCOSE and
SE;

• Improving on existing SpE-SE tools and
methods;

• Seeking new opportunities ('hooks' in
SE capabilities to add SpE input);

• Seeking new best practices (from
traditional SE and new sectors)

We believe this approach to Human
Factors will provide a framework that
could work for other SpE.

Progress

Two years on, with 70 members from
diverse SE/SpE backgrounds, we have
held 7 meetings/ workshops at host
locations and established links with
several key INCOSE and external WGs
-including: Energy Institute's Human and
Organisational Factors Committee; UK
MoD - Industry HFI WG.  We are
working to a tripartite strategic HCSE
Roadmap: Engage (1. Broad engagement
to raise awareness of WG); Prepare (2.
Develop baseline foundation for HCSE);
Define & Do (3. Define HCSE and
incorporate into SE best practice).

It became evident when we started
developing background guidance for HFI
that a more rudimentary introduction to
the scope of Human Factors was urgently
required.  Many attendees recognised
several key terms but were unsure of their
meaning or how they inter-related.  One
obstacle is the inconsistent ontologies
found in most disciplines (including HF &
SE).  Base-lining rudimentary HF
knowledge in both the HCSEWG and
wider SE community is essential if we are
to develop SE capabilities to pull SpE

requirements and constraints more
effectively into core SE activities.  To this
end we are developing new Z-guides that
will help baseline key constructs across
disciplines.  The first of these "Z12:
Human Factors for Systems Engineers" is
set for release in May 2017.

During Z12 development it was clear that
many stakeholder views were either vague
or incompatible.  To establish consensus,
a 'living' conceptual model was initiated to
track our developing understanding of the
relationships between HF and other SpE
areas of interest.  The model offers a
touchstone from which to develop other
information products for INCOSE UK
-the current version (see below) overlays
other proposed technical guides with
notional Z-/?-numbers in brackets.

We see HCSE as a pathfinder to an
enhanced SE (SE++) and hope other SpE
will be inspired to develop their own
technical guides for INCOSE.
Understanding the SE-SpE inter-
relationships is essential and we hope
other SpEs will help.

Workshop focus has included:
identification of sectors of interest;
technical guides; HF in early Systems
Architectures and MBSE.  Another on
HCSE-Safety is planned.

For further info, please contact:
rupert.england@thinkwell.training

Update: Human Centric Systems Engineering (HCSE) Working Group
Following the release of our latest Z-Guide, Z12: Human Factors for System Engineers, Rupert England provides an
update on the Working Group’s activities

Words: Rupert England, INCOSE HCSE Working Group Chair   Images: Rupert England

www.incose.org/emeaws2017
www.incose.org/emeaws2017
mailto:rupert.england@thinkwell.training
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InDevelopment: Bristol Local Group Pilot New Development "Cafe" Event

On January 30th the Bristol Local
Group (BLG) staged a new type of
working group event called
InDevelopment. It was originated and
organised by BLG regular Richard Bray,
an independent Requirements Engineer,
and BLG committee member Tim
James, a Health Service Commissioner.

They had been inspired by two previous
BLG talks, one by Gary Smith of
Airbus, on the subject of using the
Systems Tree model he developed with
Brigitte Daniel-Allegro, to better
understand and approach the deadly
medical condition, Sepsis.  The other,
by Kevan Boll of Atkins, on the work of
Daniel Kahneman and in particular the
idea of Thinking  Fast and Slow, two
distinct and competing thought systems
that come into play in decision making.

Richard and Tim took this inspiration to
create a new type of multi-group
workshop where participants would
work together using Systems Thinking
approaches to help gain insights into
how three different real life "problems"

might be addressed.  Intended
outcomes of the event were:

• Collaborative problem-solving:
Collectively investigate a potential
framework for learning from
experience, using anonymous examples
based on real-life challenges

• Shared learning: Create a learning
experience for all present, not just those
whose topics are being worked on

• Decision support: Increase awareness
of how people make decisions and
consider the related benefits of systems
thinking

• Community building:  To allow local
group members to get to know one
another better through a format that
provides for more interaction than
normal presentation format

A request was made to the local
membership for three topics in advance
of the event and these were then
prepared to maintain commercial
discretion.  Each offered a different type

of organisational problem. They were
generic enough for most people to be
able to relate to.  They were:

• Integrating MBSE into a mature
organisation - process vs pragmatism

• Removing bottlenecks in 'brownfield'
infrastructure

• Transforming mission-critical health
services

On the evening, we began with Richard
giving a short presentation, setting out
the systems methods we were
employing, the "problems" we would be
working on, and the format of the
discussion groups.  The 15 of us
participating then drew three pieces of
numbered paper from a bag to
determine which of the three groups we
would be in for each of the three
rounds.

A trio of flip charts were placed in the
centre of the room with their backs to
each other, then each of the groups
stood with their nominated chart and
began exploring the problem.  Keeping
everyone on their feet and keeping each
of the three topics tightly time bounded
resulted in a real sense of energy in the
groups.  A facilitator in each group
wrote ideas up on their board as they
emerged.

After 25 minutes of work, the groups
reformed into their new configuration to
work on the next "problem" and then
after another 25 minutes the groups
changed again, and the final problem
was tackled.  Momentum was
maintained through all of the
discussions and the facilitators didn't
need to encourage people to come up
with ideas, insights and perspectives.

Once the three cycles of problem
exploration/solving had taken place, the
flip charts were put aside, the three
groups recombined and a feedback
discussion took place.  Each of the three
topics were discussed and specific
learning points and insights put forward.

Tim James reports about the Bristol Local Groups’ successful implementation of a new type of learning workshop,
known as ‘InDevelopment’.

Words: Tim James, BLG Communications Secretary  Images: Tim James

www.systemsthinkersanonymous.com/InDevelopment/
www.systemsthinkersanonymous.com/InDevelopment/
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This was a rich discussion and each of
the people who had proposed a
"problem" were impressed with the
insights gathered and what they were
able to take away.

As well as discussing the specific
problems, we reflected on how our own
thought processes had been working
during the sessions.  We realised that
deciding (too) quickly pushed us into
what Kahneman calls System 1
thinking.  A more emotionally driven,
less rational and considered thought
process.  It was fascinating to reflect
and see this had been at play. Most of
our thinking though had been in the
more rational System 2 mode and this
enabled us to generate lots of useful
insights.

The feedback from those who attended
was very positive.  Here are are some
comments:

"It was tremendously worthwhile.  I
instantly gained powerful insights into
'systems thinking in action' across a

diverse set of practitioners as the
workshop played out and returned to
the office the next day with useful
material for the whole team!"   Michelle
Ellis

"Really interesting to experience how
other people think whilst trying to do it
yourself."  Bob Dale

"Exploring Systems Thinking in
practice at InDevelopment's INCOSE
BLG session encouraged me to think
about the NHS in a different way.  The
analysis of MBSE was interesting - to
unpick the obvious expertise of the
participants from the facilitated
discussion about how to apply the
techniques" Alvery Grazebrook

The BLG committee have taken on
board the feedback, along with their
own views and the intention is to make
a few adjustments to the format and
then make InDevelopment a regular,
recurring fixture of the BLG calendar.
Any other Local Groups interested in
staging this kind of event should get in

touch with the BLG, who would be
happy to assist and guide. An
advantage of InDevelopment is it can
be run solely by Local Group members
and doesn't require a specific speaker,
thereby increasing the number of
events a group is able to run over the
course of a year.

You can read a more extensive write
up of the session, along with more
detailed descriptions of the topics
discussed and the notes made on the
flip charts during the session at:

www.systemsthinkersanonymous.com/I
nDevelopment/

www.systemsthinkersanonymous.com/InDevelopment/
www.systemsthinkersanonymous.com/InDevelopment/
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I Am a Systems Engineer and I Do…
In this issue, Rob Welby from Arcadis covers how he started his career in Systems Engineering and his tips for
those who are just starting out themselves.

Systems Engineering in the railway
industry has not previously been well-
established, unlike more precision-
engineering industries such as aviation.
This was partly the reason for my
decision to become a Systems Engineer,
I recognised the benefits of a 'Systems
Approach' to engineering and project
delivery.  I found that I connected very
quickly with the Systems Engineering
philosophy.

To me, Systems Engineering provides
an approach to project delivery that

ensures we provide an integrated, safe
and assured product or system, with the
lowest lifecycle cost and lowest risk.   I
was interested in WHY we were
undertaking these projects in the first
place, the rationale behind the business
case, and high level decisions.

In my view, traditional methods of
project and engineering management
will no longer suffice, because of the
lack of 'Systems Thinking'.  This is in
part, due to the railway industry and
associated projects becoming more

complex; newer technology and
enhanced functionality introduce
increased complexity, as such, I see
Systems Engineering as an established
part of railway project delivery.

Being a Systems Engineer is something
that I'm excited to be a part of, and a
fantastic opportunity for me to involve
myself within an industry movement,
that will provide me with great career
opportunities in the future.

Qualifications are very important, but I
believe that it is more about your ability
to maintain a broader perspective or
holistic approach to projects.  This will
ensure that you can understand a system
context, decompose client requirements,
identify determinants of system
complexity and avoid concluding what
the system solution will be before
exploring all other candidate solutions.

However, it is still important to validate
your knowledge and understanding
through qualifications.  I formalised my

Systems Engineering knowledge initially
when I undertook a part-time MSc in
Railway Systems Engineering and

Integration at the University of
Birmingham back in 2012.

I have subsequently pursued
Certification through INCOSE, having
attained ASEP status, and I'm currently
preparing to submit my CSEP
application in the next couple of weeks.
I'm confident I will achieve CSEP
having demonstrated over five years'
experience in the field, and I look
forward to being able to call myself a
Certified Systems Engineering
Professional.

The railway sector presents many
challenges for a Systems Engineer; it is a
complex, socio-technical system within a
wider inter modal transportation
network.  This ensures that every project
offers many unique challenges, and why
Systems Engineering or a 'systems-led'
approach within the railway industry has
now become a recognised contribution
to effective project delivery.

As an Engineer, I love problem solving.
As a Systems Engineer I am exposed to
a range of complex challenges.  I'm

always asking questions, getting people
to provide their rationale behind
decision making is often a good way of
identifying omissions when evaluating
alternative candidate solutions; this
makes every day diverse and interesting.
What's more, the role requires lots of
research and learning to remain
informed when taking part in technical
discussions.

I interact with most members of the
project team, including the Client,
which means I need to stay on top of all

project-related issues.  I'm constantly
tracking technical risks, system
interfaces, ensuring robust verification
and validation, and identifying and
managing dependencies and
assumptions, while integrating specialist
engineering teams, which means I've no
time to be bored.

Words: Rob Welby, Senior Railway Systems Engineer, Arcadis  Images: Rob Welby

Why did you choose to be a systems engineer?

“Qualifications are very
important, but I believe

that it is more about your
ability to maintain a

broader perspective or
holistic approach to

projects.”

Education / qualifications to become a systems engineer?

What is it about Systems Engineering that you find so compelling?
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Issues faced by Systems Engineers will vary from industry to
industry, and country to country.  Speaking to other System
Engineers with experience in different sectors is invaluable;
there is much to learn. Where possible, I would recommend
shadowing experienced Systems Engineering practitioners,
this can help expand your knowledge and demonstrate how
to apply systems concepts in real projects.

Reading about Systems Engineering through INCOSE and
attending industry related events and talks are always
beneficial.  New Systems Engineers should aim to broaden
their own experience of their practical knowledge of Systems
Engineering in different industries too.  I have spent all my
career in Railway Engineering, I feel that to have had a
diverse range of experience form other sectors would have
been beneficial.

However, it is worth noting that it can be a difficult field to
work in, especially when working with people who may not
know much about Systems Engineering, don't underestimate
the importance of your soft skills such as communication and
leadership qualities.

Biography

Rob is a Senior Railway Systems Engineer at Arcadis, with over 8 years' experience within the railway sector.

He began in 2009 working for a small Railway Signalling and Telecommunications Engineering company. After working there
for just over a year, it gave him his first taste of Railway Engineering, particularly the latter stages of the project lifecycles
(implementation, system testing and commissioning).  He joined Arcadis (formerly Hyder Consulting) in 2010, where he has
worked ever since.  He started as a Railway Telecoms Engineer, designing both Operational Telecoms Systems, and Station
Information and Surveillance Systems for Mainline, Metro and Light Rail Systems.

He has been applying Systems Engineering tools and techniques for most of his career; processes such as System Architectures
and Systems Integration.  Over the last 4 - 5 years, he has progressed into more Engineering Management and Integrated
Design Delivery roles, specialising in Systems Assurance and Systems Integration.  Now he occupies Systems Engineering
Manager roles on most of Arcadis’ London-based projects.

What advice would you give a systems engineer just
starting out in their career?

“Where possible, I would recommend
shadowing experienced Systems

Engineering practitioners, this can help
expand your knowledge and demonstrate

how to apply systems concepts in real
projects.”
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I've been a volunteer for about 7 years
now, across three disparate activities.

I was selected to become an INCOSE
Certification Application Reviewer
(CAR) by INCOSE central in 2011 and
then separately and in parallel for the
UK CSEP Certification Programme in
2014. This requires me to individually
assess the Applicant's documented
experience and coordinate with a small
team to ensure the Applicant has met
the minimum criteria for Certified
Systems Engineering Professional
(CSEP). The Team Leader, together
with the other two Reviewers, document

their assessments and report their
approvals to the INCOSE Professional
Development Team for their final
decision.

Based on my personal observations and
involvement in the SESAR Programme,
in 2014 I gave a presentation to the
INCOSE UK Enterprise Systems
Engineering Interest Group - 'The
SESAR Enterprise (An overview and
observations of SESAR in the context of
Enterprise Systems Engineering and
Systems of Systems Engineering) at
Shrivenham. This was mainly driven by
interests in high-lighting the emergence

of the need for Enterprise Systems
Engineering capabilities and skills,
which I believe we will need in the
future.

Though I had a minor role, I also
volunteered to involve myself in the
INCOSE Academic Group (Schools
Thread); and this was driven by a
motivation to 'feedback into the system'.

For my INCOSE Certification activities,
I was selected/requested rather than
directly inspired; however that said, 80+
Application Reviews later, it has
demonstrated to me, the broad
spectrum of the Systems Engineering
domain that we occupy and this then
further inspired me to involve myself in
the other activities mentioned here.

With my working experience, combined
with my personal interest of Large Scale
Integrated Systems and Enterprise
Systems Engineering, this inspired me to
contact the Leader of the INCOSE UK
Enterprise Systems Engineering Interest
Group and offer my time to provide a
presentation/workshop. After some
coordination and a great deal of
preparation, I presented my personal

observations of the SESAR Programme.
This programme is truly an Enterprise!
And so to this end I delivered a 2-hour
overview with video/audio animations,
wall charts and hand-outs.

When I look back at my Education and
work experience, I realised that the first
time I came across the words
'Architecture', 'Requirements' and 'Life-
cycle' was many years after university!
This realisation combined with the
launch of the INCOSE Academic
Group, motivated me to volunteer for
the School's thread. Though I had a
minor role, I was eager to suggest that if
we managed to introduce these words
into the school curriculum (via such
mechanisms as STEM net, for example)
then that would be a big win!

I Am a Volunteer and I Do…
John Lomax from Airbus talks about how he started undertaking volunteering activities with INCOSE UK and
shares his advice for anyone who is considering doing the same.

Words: John Lomax, Programme Systems Engineer, Airbus  Images: John Lomax

What activities have you undertaken as part of your volunteering?

What originally inspired you to volunteer for INCOSE UK?

“When I look back at my
Education and work

experience, I realised that
the first time I came

across the words
'Architecture',

'Requirements' and 'Life-
cycle' was many years
after university! This

realisation, combined with
the launch of the INCOSE

Academic Group,
motivated me to volunteer

for the School's thread.”
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I think that if you have a personal
interest generally in Systems
Engineering or if there is a specific
topic, within the Systems Engineering
body of knowledge, then these types of
activities can a motivator for you!

By volunteering, you push yourself into
an non-company environment where
hierarchy or governance does not
necessarily exist, but there is a large
degree of self-rule, self-organisation, self-
reliance, self-determinacy and this
promotes innovative ideas and thinking.

Volunteering may allow you to practice
skills and competencies that you can't
achieve in your restricted
company/project environment. Some

volunteering activities will allow you to
negotiate, co-operate and be an effective
team member or leader, while others
will require you to work alone.

So my advice is that there are plenty of
activities for every type of Systems
Engineer and personality and you can
find activities and roles that will suit you,
and help with your personal
development.

Biography

John Lomax is a Programme Systems Engineer with over 30 years of experience gained mainly across the Aerospace, Defence
and Air-traffic Management Domains and currently works for Communications, Intelligence & Security (CIS), AIRBUS.

He has previously worked for BAESYSTEMS and for periods at Lockheed Martin and at the SESAR Joint Undertaking. He has
worked in various countries including Saudi Arabia, USA, Belgium and France. John has recently returned from 7 years
expatriation providing direct Customer Liaison to the SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU) European Commission Agency of the
Single European Sky Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR) Modernization Programme, located in Brussels, Belgium. He
is a INCOSE CSEP and INCOSE CAR.

Volunteering is altruistic in nature - however there is definitely
a positive feedback for all involved, in these activities that I
have undertaken, I believe.

Systems Engineering is such a large and diverse body of
knowledge that if you were to stay within your 'working
comfort zone' only, through-out your working
career/environment, then you would only get to scratch the
surface of the subject! By volunteering, you get to really
network and cooperate with people from diverse backgrounds
and experience.

This in my opinion, provided some unexpected benefits, by
giving me view-points on topics that I would not normally be
able to get from within an organisation/project environment
only. These view-points, influences and experience of others,
allowed me to make mental leaps/relationships between
domains that, at first glimpse, did not appear to be related and
this had a positive feedback into my personal interest in Large
Scale Integrated Systems and Enterprise Systems Engineering.

And for good measure these efforts can be recognised - In
2015, I was awarded an INCOSE Outstanding Service Award,
for my activities related to the UK CSEP Review process.

What do you feel that you get out of volunteering?

Do you have any advice or feedback to offer anyone who is considering volunteering?

“Volunteering may allow
you to practice skills and
competencies that you
can't achieve in your

restricted
company/project

environment.”
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The INCOSE UK Council and the UK Advisory Board had a joint
desire to ensure that we are meeting the needs of our future Systems
Engineering experts and leaders. As a result we decided to hold an
inaugural workshop as a first step towards closer engagement with
engineers who are at the start of their careers.

It was hoped that it would provide a mutual benefit to all of those
involved: for the individuals, an opportunity to contribute to the future
of SE as part of a professional network and for INCOSE UK,
engagement with a wider demographic with a view to inspiring our
future experts and leaders

Therefore, on 5th April 2017 INCOSE UK Council, UKAB and 24
Early Careers representatives met at IBM, Winchester. The purpose of
this first workshop was to obtain a view from the next generation of
Systems Engineers on how to meet the long term vision for taking
Systems Engineering forward.

The participation on the day was tremendous, and culminated with the
Early Careers representatives providing a list of recommendations to
UK Council, which will receive full consideration and a formal
response. In addition one representative, Omer Elroubi of Qinetiq, was
given an invitation to attend the June Council meeting to represent his
peers.

One action from the day has already been placed, and that is for UK
Council and UKAB, in conjunction with the Early Careers
representatives, to set up a formal Early Careers body that will enable
this type of engagement to continue.

Early Careers Day
at Hursley House

Words: Kirsty Akroyd-Wallis, INCOSE UK President Elect  Images: Hazel Woodcock & Emma Jane Taylor

Feedback from the Attendees…
David Donnelly
"I found the Early Careers workshop a very refreshing experience, having had the opportunity to engage with other
young SE practitioners and seeing the enthusiasm that all of us share in wanting to apply and promote SE practices, as
well as the frustrations and needs we also share. I hope the INCOSE Council and UKAB also found the day worthwhile
from their perspective. I'm looking forward to seeing which of the ideas we generated are developed further, and how.
In particular, the creation of a young members position on the council and the potential of cross-company collaborative
projects to encourage the use of Systems Engineering to tackle real world problems but with fewer industry constraints
(e.g. "Systems Engineers Without Borders")."
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Basile Vigneron
"The day was about applying systems thinking to redesign INCOSE
UK. The key viewpoint was that of 'early practitioners' and how
INCOSE UK interacts with them throughout their professional
lifecycle. There was a lot of energy in the room, different
background and personalities (which is always a good thing) and
we managed to work together quite effectively to come up with
three main points: setup and run an equivalent of STEM but for
systems thinking at schools, map the systems thinking
competencies to that used by other institutions and create an
INCOSE Junior to promote the exchange of cases studies and
experiences across early practitioners."

Dominic Johnson
“Giving those who are early in their systems engineering career a
chance to learn more about the services INCOSE UK provides an
opportunity. During the early careers day, INCOSE UK and the
workshop participants realised the mutual benefits that come from
engagement sessions between new and long standing members.”

Sushanta Kharel
Regarding the Early Careers Day: It was an wonderful opportunity to
meet other system engineers that had just started the journey to
understand and try to comprehend what it means to be a Systems
Engineer. And the day provided a sense of reassurance to know
that other people are at the same stage as me, facing the same
kind problems and stumbling little to learn the intricacies of this
field. Also, being part of this day and the discussions that took
place, made me feel like we had a voice in the INCOSE Council and
made us feel like we had some control over how our institution
could help us address our career needs.

Hursley House Museum Tour
During the break for lunch, there were a number of different tours available for the day’s attendees to participate in, being; a
tour of the IoT Lab, the the most popular demo facility at Hursley; a demonstration from the Emerging Technology team and
how they fuse direct customer experience with innovation and first-of-a-kind technology to produce compelling solutions to solve
real business Challenges and; the Hursley Park Museum Tour. Hursley Park has been at the forefront of engineering and design
for 75 years, and this tour documented many fascinating historical artefacts, going back to the very beginning of IBM.



Transport Systems …Across the World
I've been travelling the world for half a year now and I've
seen some incredible things on a scooter:

• A washing machine being carried by one man

• A pig

• A family of four

One thing that has struck me whilst travelling is the different
cultural approaches to traffic. When a stream of scooter
approaches you on the pavement you start to notice these
things!

In this article I'll give you a flavour of two very different city
transport systems:

1. Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

2. Melbourne, Australia

The Eastern Way

Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), the capital of Vietnam, is absolute
chaos. Formerly known as Saigon until 1976, when it was
named after Vietnam's revolutionary communist leader,
HCMC is home to over 7.4 million motorcycles! The city
itself is a huge maze, not designed to deal with such a vast
number of vehicles. In five years, the number of bikes has
risen by 2 million.

Vietnam is situated in South East Asia. The whole area is
dominated by scooters. This tells you that people can't afford
cars and that it's gonna hurt when something goes wrong.
And it does - frequently. You are over ten times more likely
to die in a traffic accident in Vietnam than the UK. Despite
the obvious risks, Vietnamese people are loathe to put their
helmets on. When they do, it is rarely the full-facial helmet
which is required.

How does a city cope with 7.4 million motorcycles? It can't.
You can see what a city which has developed quickly and
organically looks like. It's a maze. Mazes aren't good for
traffic.

Driving in the East is a whole new paradigm to driving in the
West. I get on better with the Eastern Way. There are lines
painted on the roads but people don't stick to their lanes.
People weave in and out of them as if they weren't even
there. People don't indicate or give each other room. People
cut each other up with no warning. Instead, masked drivers
echolocate each other by continuously blasting horns.

It's organised chaos. And it only works because everyone
uses the same system. If you take a Westerner, like me, and
ask them to cross the road, you'll have a good laugh. One
girl I met whilst travelling told me how to approach crossing
a road in Vietnam.

"Just don't look, walk and keep walking."

I know this sounds like terrible advice, but it works. It works
because people expect pedestrians to mingle in with the road
traffic to get around. They expect to be cut up by other
drivers. Everyone is aware and ready for the unexpected.
Unlike us Westerners.

Getting around in the "Old Quarter" of Vietnam's second
largest city, Hanoi, is a mission. To get anywhere meant
walking out of the hostel and straight into a stream of
honking scooters, street vendors and pollution. It's an assault
to your senses. It was here where I first experienced the
"pavement scooter", i.e. scooters using pavements as an
extension of the road!

Despite its obvious dangers, riding Vietnam is actually a
classic backpacker activity. The countryside is beautiful and
the majority of the country highways are pretty empty - a
perfect way to spend a cheap month travelling.

You might have heard of the "Hai Van Pass". A
mountainside coastal road made famous by the old Top
Gear trio (https://youtu.be/O1zfuBgCUqY). Now, a rite of
passage for travellers in Vietnam, you can hire a bike and
take it one way from Hue to Hoi An for less than £25. I
highly recommend it. Travel in a pack though, as at least one
of your bikes will break down!

Words: Luke Edelston,  Consultant - Systems Engineering, Acmena  Images: Luke Edelston, Google

https://youtu.be/O1zfuBgCUqY
linkedin.com/in/luke-edelston-50b79728


The Western Way

Contrast the chaos of the East to the organised world of the
West. Welcome to Melbourne, Australia.

Melbourne is a sprawling grid. A grid filled mostly with cars,
sticking to their lanes, because it's the law. Even crossing the
road without a green man is punishable by the law! Often
cars are accompanied by trams on the same roads, and
sometimes though parks. But make sure you obey all traffic
signals. It's the law.

Melbourne is a city designed for modern times. Cycle lanes
and trails are generously littered through the whole city as it
attempts to become a greener place to live. Streams of
cyclists meander through the city for the daily commute. It is
Australia's Amsterdam. I can't imagine cycling as a safe
mode of transport in Ho Chi Minh City.

Of course, the fastest way to get to get anywhere is with a car.
With the grid system, traffic is nicely spread across the city
and there are multiple routes. However, in the Central
Business District (CBD) it can be quicker to ride around.
Cycle lanes filter you through the traffic with ease. I know,
I've ridden as a Foodora delivery man there!

Strategic town planning started in 1837 before it was declared
a city in 1847 by Queen Victoria. This "Hoddle Grid" is what
is now known as the CBD and has influenced the city's

development throughout the years. How many cities stick to
a plan made almost 200 years ago?

Now, each of Melbourne's inner suburbs has its own
shopping district, its own bars and restaurants and its own
character. No more crowding to the only shopping centre in
town! The result of all of this is a place voted regularly as
"most liveable city in the world", and rightly so.

Public transport is functional and affordable. All day
transport for $7.90 gets you anywhere in Melbourne. It's
pretty slow, the train network hasn't been updated for many
years, and I can beat it on a bike in many cases, but it is well
used and punctual.

A new underground train line is being designed to alleviate
the busiest tram line in the world on Swanston Street. They
need it as the system is reaching full capacity. They are also
removing level crossings around the city. With both of these
projects the city is employing Systems Engineers as it has
realised the value of designing systems methodically.

Which System is Better?

After three months in South East Asia, I became at one with
the chaos. I weaved my way in and out of traffic on foot, on
bicycle and scooter as if I'd lived there my whole life. Then I
had to readjust back to the Western Way here in Melbourne.

So, which system is better?

It depends on what you value most. If you value freedom,
flexibility and fun, you'll feel right at home with the Eastern
Way. On the other hand, if you prefer rules, safety and
organisation - follow the Western Way.

Just don't mix them!

Following a period of travelling across the Far East, Luke Edelston muses on the differences in transport systems
that he encountered along the way - East vs West, which is better?

Biography

Luke Edelston graduated from the University of Warwick in
2011 with a first-class degree in Physics.

He then went on to spend the next five years working in a
number of different UK companies in technical roles,
culminating in a Senior Systems Engineer position at
Leonardo.

Following a period spent travelling, he is now a Consultant -
Systems Engineering at Acmena, based in Melbourne,
Australia. Working on public transport systems and
requirements management solutions.

You can connect with Luke via his Linkedin profile here.

https://youtu.be/O1zfuBgCUqY
linkedin.com/in/luke-edelston-50b79728
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The Internet of

Things
The subject of this issue’s main feature
is the Internet of Things (IoT), which to
the uninitiated would sound like an
awfully vague title to bestow upon a
field.

So what is the IoT?

Well as with Systems Engineering itself,
any fixed definition is very much open
to debate. However, the Internet Society
uses the definition; “[IoT] generally
refers to scenarios where network
connectivity and computing capability
extends to objects, sensors and everyday
items not normally considered
computers, allowing these devices to
generate, exchange and consume data
with minimal human intervention.”

Well known examples include fridges
that can tell you when you are about to
run out of milk and thermostats that can
‘learn’ your daily routine and adjust the
temperature of your home accordingly.

However the IoT is not a new concept,
having initially been discussed as far
back as the 1980s. In fact, a modified
Coke vending machine at Carnegie

Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA was
the first Internet connected appliance,
being set up in 1982 to report its
inventory and the temperature of its
products.

Even after this early example, it would
be nearly another two decades before
the IoT really started to gain some
momentum.

By 2008 there were already more
devices connected to the Internet than
there were people. According to Cisco
Systems, by 2020 the total number of
devices will be approximately 50 billion,
equating to more than six devices for
each person.

Already this concept has moved further
than many may have even imagined at
its inception. Autonomous vehicles
handle huge volumes of data in their
everyday operation and are very much
a growing market - according to
technology consultancy Gartner, nearly
250 million vehicles will be connected to
the Internet by 2020. In addition to this,
everything from paving slabs to cattle
can now find itself connected to the IoT.

Leading on from this growth, we have
four experts in the field in this month’s
feature, who discuss how they see the
current state of affairs in their sector and
where they think the future will take us.

Hazel Woodcock gives us her
comprehensive list of the IoT in A-Z,
while Vicky Bunyard covers the all-
important security aspects. Aidan Hird
writes about the medical sector and why
the medical IoT really needs systems
engineers, while the feature is rounded
off by Dr Theo Tryfonas, who shares his
thoughts on the impact of the IoT on
future urban and built environments
and the role of Systems Engineering in
managing it.

We hope that you enjoy the latest issue’s
themed feature. If you would like to
contribute to future issues of Preview,
then please do not hesitate to contact us
at preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk.

Main Feature
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A: ARM - A company that grew out
of a dozen engineers in a barn in
Cambridge is now central to the
function of many of the connected
devices that form the IoT.

Look around you, you probably
have ARM based technology in
your pocket, or travelled safely
because of it.

IoT
B: Big Data - Big Data combined
with Analytics is a powerful
concept. IoT Things produce data.
Lots of data. Big Data.

Analytics is making sense of that
data, extracting knowledge and
insights. Big Data is both
structured and unstructured data.

B: BTLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), or
Bluetooth Smart - One of several
low energy short range wireless
communication technologies that
allow IoT devices to run for
extended periods on small
batteries.

It is an enabler for being
connected without being
tethered.

C: Cloud - So much more than just
cloud storage, cloud computing
encompasses Software as a
Service and Platform as a Service.

There are private clouds, virtual
private clouds and public clouds.

C: Cyber-Physical Systems -
Similar in meaning to IoT, but is
more often used in engineering
communities such as INCOSE.

 IoT tends to be more commonly
adopted by telecoms and
consumer devices. There is scope
for long debates here.

D: Device to Device (D2D) -
Communication between devices
without going via the internet.

Examples of enabling
technologies include WiFi Direct
and BTLE.

E: Edge Processing - How do we
reconcile the ability to collect truly
vast quantities of data, the need
to keep the costs and time of
transmitting that data down, and
the wish to have all the interesting
data available for analytics?

Edge Processing. Processing is carried
out in the device to select which data
might be interesting to send out, often
based on temporal proximity to
something interesting happening.

F: Fog Computing - Using local
area network capability to carry
out some of the analytics before
deciding what to send to the
cloud.

This is the next step on from
Edge Processing, and
complements both Edge and
Cloud capabilities.

G: Geographic Information System
(GIS).

You often want to include the
location of the device when
sharing data, this allows the
analytics to bring in weather data,
and compare devices based on
their geographical location.

H: Home Automation - A popular
focus of mainstream media
discussions of IoT.

This is easy to relate to for most
people, and increasingly easy to
install.

from A-Z
We open this issue’s main feature with INCOSE UK’s
Communications Director, Hazel Woodcock, covering her A-Z of
the Internet of Things.

http://www.raspberrypi.org
https://www.arm.com/
http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
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I: Industrial IoT.

The use of IoT technologies in
manufacturing, also called
Industry 4.0

J: JS Foundation - Cultivating best
practices within the open source
JavaScript ecosystem.

Part of the Linux Foundation.

K: KPI - KPIs or wider metrics are
relatively easy to define, but
collecting the data after a system
is deployed can be expensive and
intrusive for the owner/operator.

A connected device can deliver
the data back to the maker for
analysis, providing value to both
the maker, and the
owner/operator.

L: Lifecycle - The ISO 15288 life cycle of
Concept - Development - Production -
Utilization and Support - Retirement tells
us that we should be interested in a
product right through to the Retirement
stage.

Remaining connected with all but the
largest of systems up to this point is a
challenge, and many are lost to our
view after production. Making them
connected through IoT gives us a full
lifecycle view of how our products
perform.

M: MQTT - Message Queue
Telemetry Transport.

A lightweight messaging protocol,
efficient in bandwidth and ideal
for transmitting data in a cost
effective manner from the 'Thing'
to the Internet.

N: NFC - Near Field
Communication.

Used for contactless payment,
also useful for commissioning,
connecting and controlling IoT
devices.

O: Open Group - The Open Group
IoT Work Group has produced two
standards, the Open Data Format
(O-DF) and the Open Messaging
Interface (O-MI).

It is now working on a standards for
open IoT Lifecycle management.
Open standards help in making the
IoT one system of systems, rather
than a group of nearly connected
systems.

P: Prognostics - the Crystal Ball of
IoT.

Prognostics is the prediction of
failures before they occur, giving
owners or operators the opportunity
to repair before a failure event,
reducing the cost of unexpected
system outages.

Q: Quantified Self - Harvesting
data about your body to provide
useful information.

Combined with IoT this becomes
very powerful, not just in home
automation, but in protecting
vulnerable individuals (those in poor
health, or lone workers for
example), or protecting the wider
community by refusing to let a tired
or inebriated individual drive a car.

R: Raspberry Pi - A small,
inexpensive computer, used in
schools for STEM projects, also
used to prototype industrial IoT
solutions.

The Raspberry Pi comes preloaded
with NodeRed from JS Foundation,
and is well supported in developer
forums.

S: Security - A topic that, as
systems engineers, we should all
be concerned about.

When IoT devices control access to
our homes, hold personal data,
control building environments, and
provide a route into cars, aeroplanes
and industrial facilities, we should
consider security not of the
individual sensor, but of the wider
system.

http://www.raspberrypi.org
https://www.arm.com/
http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
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Z: Zigbee - Low power, low
bandwidth radio communication
protocol that can act as a mesh
network to support Wireless
Sensor Networks.

It has application layer standards
for Smart Energy, Healthcare,
Building Automation and more.

Y: You - As a Systems Engineer you
will, sooner or later, likely be involved
with IoT technologies.

IoT is a lot more significant than an
occasional lightbulb controlled by a
Raspberry Pi. You may think that
you don't want your military
hardware, or life support system
connected to the internet, but even if
the end system is not connected, it is
likely that the production
environment will be.

V: Value - What is the value of
adding connectivity to your
system?

It gives usage, performance and
reliability data, on site servicing
becomes less expensive as the initial
fact finding visit can be replaced with a
remote look at the diagnostic data. It
allows for development of product to
support usage models that may be
simpler than those imagined. An
ongoing connected relationship with the
end user can transform a business.

X: X-as-a-Service - Connecting your
product as part of the IoT allows
you to have a different
relationship with the end user.

You can have 'toast-as-a-service'
where you bill the end user per
slice of toast, rather than charging
up front for a toaster. OK toast is
a silly example, but the principle
holds for many consumer and
industrial products.

T: Trends.

Based on no research; some
words that are in the ascendance
are Connected, Blockchain,
Smart, Autonomous, Cognitive.

W: Wireless Sensor Networks - A
network of sensors that route the
data through a gateway device.

This allows the use of low power
devices that are small and simple,
and able to communicate only
among themselves, to become a
part of the IoT through the
gateway device.

U: Urban planning - Smart Cities
are being talked about.

This is using IoT and analytics to
understand and drive
improvements to the urban
environment, including smart
grid, integrated transport, smart
parking and waste management.
This has real value when the city
is taken as a whole system rather
than many small systems.

http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/invisiblethread/entry/the_new_development_triangle_three_forces_of_the_internet_of_things?lang=en
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When I started thinking about the
Internet of Things one of the first things
that went through my mind was how the
traditional triangle we all draw around
'Cost, Quality, Time' was no longer

enough, and I started to think in terms
of a new set of opposing forces:

I feel somewhat vindicated in this view
by the sheer number of scare stories that
pass across my Twitter feed every day,
for example the recent Mirai Botnet or
Dallas Hacker 'prank'.

We, as systems engineers, are better
placed than anyone to understand the
worst case scenarios that these types of
threats could lead to, since we are the
people who work on critical
infrastructure projects, aerospace and
defence projects, roads, railways,
chemical plants, oil rigs etc. and one of
the things I am pretty much thinking
about constantly at the moment is - how
do we make sure we are secure?

We tend to think of technology as
ordered, structured and manageable
and as systems engineers, complexity is
in our blood, but ultimately our goal is
to produce structured technologies that
solve complex problems. Those
technologies may also be complex, but
traditionally we, as the systems
engineers, control that structure. We

also traditionally control the human
interactions with that technology.

We saw that changing as we increased
the use of software in our systems,
software being notoriously resistant to
boundary conditions and the laws of
physics; the Internet added a level of
emergence that we were probably not
ready for, and the Internet of Things has
effectively upped the stakes by several
orders of magnitude.

It is critical that we understand the
Internet of Things for what it is - a
living, breathing, organism that takes on
the behaviours of those engaged in it. In
CyberSecurity we are seeing a
movement away from trying to solve
problems from a purely technical
perspective, to a adding aspects of
Behavioural Science - we can see this
message coming through from blog
posts, for example from the National
CyberSecurity Institute [1], but also in a
trend towards CyberSecurity elements
being offered as part of Behavioural

Science degrees, and even as the whole
course of study [2].

Now I strongly believe that 'we cannot
solve our problems with the same
thinking we used when we created
them'. Yes, it is a quote that is overused,
but cliché gets that way for a reason.
The sticky part is that we often trot out
the quote without really changing

anything we do - so let's think about this
for a moment.

We (and by 'we' I mean engineers and
technologists in general) seeded the
problem by being our cheerfully
creative selves and building lots of great
technical stuff without necessarily seeing
the consequences of plugging it all
together, releasing it into the wild, and
giving access to anyone, anywhere on
the planet.

We can't fix this by continuing to think
in terms of individual systems, or even
in terms of integrated or interoperable
systems, and we certainly cannot ignore
the nature of the beast. On a positive
note we probably can achieve a lot by
being our cheerfully creative selves and
building lots of great technical stuff -
hooray!

Considering the beast for a moment - if
we think of this as a living, breathing,
organism, made up of all the organisms
that contribute to its existence - basically
us - then perhaps we should be thinking
in terms of immune system responses,
rather than reactive fixes; in terms of
health-care rather than patches and
fixes.

I find this way of thinking utterly
compelling, at least in part because I see
traditional approaches to threat,
characterized by 'Identify, Assess,
Respond, Monitor' becoming
increasingly ineffective due to the speed
and volume of attacks. The fact that the
'identify' phase is still most often
characterized by experts watching news
feeds, performing Internet searches,
subscribing to Threat Intel providers
and doing a huge amount of manual
work to understand what they should be
looking for, means that we respond too
slowly, and often too late. Couple this
with some realistic thinking from my
own colleagues at IBM Security (see
diagram on the following page).

Original exploration published 2014 DeveloperWorks

“If we think of [the Internet
of Things] as a living,
breathing, organism,

made up of all the
organisms that contribute
to its existence - basically

us - then perhaps we
should be thinking in

terms of immune system
responses, rather than

reactive fixes”

And The Internet of Things
Security Vicky Bunyard of IBM Security, Netherlands covers

the security issues that need to be addressed
alongside the explosive growth of the IoT and the
fundamentals that we need to cover to ensure our
safety.

Words: Vicky Bunyard, IBM Security, Netherlands    Images: As credited

http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
http://www.cdwcommunit.com/news/hit-list/know-fog-computing/
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/invisiblethread/entry/the_new_development_triangle_three_forces_of_the_internet_of_things?lang=en
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We should rapidly come to the
conclusion that we cannot simply 'fix
everything and we are done'. We need
to acknowledge that quickly, because
that allows us to stop fooling ourselves
and start engaging on meaningful
collaborations towards success.

However if we take the immune system,
and healthcare as our primary analogy,
I like to think about two extremes - I cut
my finger, versus I have a deep wound
to my abdomen. If I cut my finger I
pretty much leave it to heal itself, I
know there is risk, but the risk is low
and I know my immune system
understands how to fix that without my
intervention.  If I have a deep wound to
my abdomen I am going to call for
help, expect that help to plug the leak,
provide painkillers, and antibiotics to
ensure I do not get an infection.
Achieving systems that are 'self-healing'
for the most part, but able to perform
self-diagnosis and 'call the doctor' when
necessary are not beyond us at this time,
and for the Internet of Things they are
going to be essential.

The newly emerging cognitive
technologies will be fundamental to this
type of approach, enabling each 'thing'
to understand what is normal for its own
context, spot the abnormal, fix it, or
request help. This is the only way we
will be able to keep up with the threats
of tomorrow, or even slightly later this
afternoon!

At this point, if I was speaking to you
face to face I would expect one of two
phrases to be on almost everyone's lips:

• So what is the problem - the
technologies are coming, we need to
adapt and adopt.

• SKYNET! We're doomed, doomed I
tell you! (this happens way more often
than I ever expected!)

And therein lies the problem. Whilst we
are prepared to trust the apps on our
phones with all kinds of personal data,
whilst we happily skip about on the
Internet, do hobby projects connecting
things to things, using all kinds of
untested stuff and plugging it into
exciting new untested stuff etc., we seem
too afraid to even consider doing the
same for security.

I understand that, I really do, but the
speed at which those who would do
harm can adopt new technologies far
outpaces our own, and that puts us in a
very risky position.

I heard a panel discussion recently
where the premise was that we should
put more responsibility on the end user

for security in the Internet of Things. To
me, that way madness lies. We could be
talking about any kid with a phone, all
the way to my Granny and her health
monitoring device that links straight to
the hospital records.

All of this leads me to the conclusion
that there are four fundamentals that we
must pay attention to in order to ensure
our IoT is secure, and therefore safe:

1. We must think holistically, not just
about our own things, but everyone
else's things.

2. We must define ownership and
responsibilities, whilst aspects of that
must lie with end users, we cannot give
away responsibility for things others
cannot control.

3. We have to find faster ways to
adopt new technologies effectively, and
that probably means we need to
collaborate more.

4. We have to enshrine the same
'Design for' mentality for 'Security' into
the culture of design and development
of all things, which we have done for
years for 'Safety' in Safety Critical
things.

Now if that doesn't sound like
fundamentals of Systems Engineering I
don't know what does!

Please feel free to find me on Twitter
@VBunyard

Extract from IBM Security Point of View: Internet of Things Security
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Medicine is an industry struggling
against its own success.
Healthcare effort is increasingly
consumed by a population of
ageing patients who rightly aspire
to have their chronic ailments
monitored and treated in
sympathy with their normal
lifestyles. Meanwhile, technology
forges ahead, with high-tech tools
and consumables crowding every
hospital. The burden on both
medical and technical support
staff is one of tomorrow's great
concerns, but the remote
management of both patients and
machines that the IoT could
enable promises a compelling
solution.

If only it were that easy.

For a while now, I've stood out among
my peers as "the one who's never
written an article about IoT". This is the
nature of having worked until recently
in technical consultancy. There's a first
time for everything but, having jumped
ship, I'm pleased to say my first foray is
at least released from the necessity of
serving as an advertisement.

And there's an important point, here.
Healthcare technology consultants love
IoT. While the possible applications
seem limitless, it remains something of
an unknown in Medical Devices circles,
presenting the established manufacturer
with at best a risk-rich opportunity, at
worst an unwelcome disruption to a
successful operating model. Uncertainty
abounds and even choosing where to
start is difficult, but a business in a
competitive market has little choice but
to dip a toe, for fear of being left
behind. Taking external advice is a low-
risk first step, and so, as a consultant in
this industry, you are doomed to find
yourself alone beneath the Anglepoise,
scribbling synonyms for "connectivity"
on an envelope in a desperate attempt
to avoid repeating yourself. Uncertainty
is money.

So, wherefore this uncertainty, and how
can Systems Engineering help? The key
system-level challenges lie in optimising
efficiency of development, navigating
all-new regulatory horrors and tricky
management of device risk. Let's look at
them in more detail.

The problem: fuzzier requirements,
more complexity

Medical Device development in general
is naturally packed with systems chores
(as you might expect of an industry still
clinging to its marriage to the V model,
and heavy on standards, risk
management and formal verification).
The medical systems engineer is
encouraged to control everything,
nailing down requirements, quantifying
risks, perfecting intuitive user interface,
verifying rigorously. It's all familiar stuff,
and to old hands the problems and
solutions are doubtless somewhat
repetitive. Enter the IoT, refusing to fit
the mould and demanding sudden
innovation. So what lurks here to take
the seasoned medical systems
professional out of their comfort zone?

Regulation: shifting sands

The process of updating regulation in
the face of a new technology is
evolutionary, requiring collaborative
iteration between developers and

regulators as new ideas emerge. For IoT
in medicine, this process has barely
begun, and the viability of many
applications is yet to be decided. It is
risky, therefore, for a manufacturer to
step out ahead of the pack in this
peripheral and unfamiliar field. But
neither can manufacturers afford to wait
and see what the competition will come
up with before beginning to develop
their own IoT offerings. Starting from
scratch in the face of a competitor's
unveiling of their killer application
could spell disaster - better to get the
basic infrastructure in place, even
without revolutionary functionality on
top of it. All this points to a strategy of
gradual growth, if not to reach for the
IoT stars immediately then at least to
creep in the right direction.
Unfortunately, the wait-and-see
approach means fluid stakeholder
requirements that will crystallize
suddenly and late.

Increased scope: from widget to system

Addition of IoT to a product typically
requires development across a broad
range of disciplines, some of them
probably new to a manufacturer's in-
house team. Take, for example, a
treatment implant for a chronic
condition that was previously
interrogated and adjusted during a

Malignant Growth: Why the Internet of Medical Things
Needs Systems Engineers

Words: Aidan Hird, Cambridge Medical Robotics   Images: Unsplash

With a treatment implant for a chronic condition that was previously interrogated and adjusted during
a monthly visit to a physician, the IoT allows this to upload data automatically for centralised analysis
instead
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monthly visit to a physician. IoT allows
this to upload data automatically for
centralised analysis, with remote,
physician-in-the-loop application of new
treatment settings based on detected
trends. While work with implantable
devices may be familiar to the
organisation, we now require integration
with, say, Bring-Your-Own-Device
(BYOD) app development, various
network technologies, a database, an
online physician interface and
associated support services. What was a
couple of simple embedded devices is
now a broad system, requiring
communication between diverse
engineering and business functions.

Device Risk: A helping of IoT mystery meat

Whereas is it is the habit of medical
device developers to select or reinvent
components in order to maintain close
control over design risk, it is in the
nature of IoT to introduce poorly-
controlled communications components
(and a proliferation of devices and data
on an unprecedented scale) into an
industry where patient safety and
confidentiality are both carefully
protected. Incorporation of non-medical
components in pursuit of poorly-defined
requirements places an additional
burden on risk management processes,
and requires ingenuity in functional
partitioning.

Solutions: system-level
understanding, intelligent
guesswork

So, an uncertain path ahead and a level
of development complexity new to the
industry. To a business, IoT represents a
collection of new risks, and Systems
Engineering has a place in mitigating
them.

A single point of contact

In a company used to managing the
development of simple embedded
devices, the systems role becomes more
prominent with the addition of IoT,
replacing the embedded team as the
single technical contact point. A
recognised systems layer helps the
business to understand the concerns of a
broadened group of developers
speaking new and diverse technical
dialects.

Generalisation in the absence of certainty

The usual tasks of requirements and risk
management are all the more important
in giving the business confidence in the
face of unfamiliar subject matter. But
pending concrete functional and
regulatory requirements, system-level
abstraction is necessary to support
planning and to anticipate project risk as
far as possible. Early exploration of
potential features and challenges in the
abstract will help a company to
understand what can be done with IoT,
how infrastructure can be shared
between product lines and how best to
schedule features for implementation.
Medical IoT cries out for an
overarching, flexible framework to
support individual products - this can
apply within a large company with
multiple product lines, or, at a stretch, to
the client base of an imagined medical
IoT platform provider.

Abstract device risk management would
be a great advantage in enabling
efficient platform development and in
allowing for late understanding of
required features. I have to admit to
never having needed this before, but
hold out hope that a modular risk
management solution exists, enabling
rapid but rigorous construction of
analyses for proposed features based on
common libraries of pre-existing
component-specific failure modes
analyses. My education begins here.

Roadmapping

Planning roll-out of IoT features across
multiple product lines requires a
coordinated approach based on a global
assessment of features and risk. System
level analysis provides an important

input to generation of a roadmap, with
gradual roll-out initially targeting
simpler, less safety-critical or less
popular products, helping to keep a
company close to the cutting edge while
minimising risk to established release
cycles.

A Brave New World

In summary, then, there's plenty that a
systems view can bring to new medical
IoT developments. We await the
opening of the feature floodgates once
we have regulatory clarity, but in the
meantime a high level of abstraction
allows us to make useful headway and
stay in the race, even though the
location of the finish line is not yet
apparent. And once the race begins in
earnest, there will be plenty to keep the
systems engineer busy, with a platform-
based approach offering great
efficiencies but demanding a step up
from familiar medical systems
techniques.

These are interesting times, and IoT
places pressure on my industry to seek
input from the wider Systems
Engineering world to bring our
techniques closer the state of the art.
With any luck, I can learn what I need
from INCOSE colleagues, rather than
inviting the consultants in.

“Medical IoT cries out for
an overarching, flexible
framework to support

individual products - this
can apply within a large
company with multiple
product lines, or, at a

stretch, to the client base
of an imagined medical
IoT platform provider.”
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Recent developments in the fields of
information and communications
technologies (ICT) including sensors,
wireless networking and data analytics,
in combination with movements for
opening up data of public organisations
and governments, create significant
opportunities for innovation and service
delivery in modern cities. In particular,
the potential unlocked by networking
otherwise 'inanimate' objects such as
thermostats, accelerometers, gyroscopes,
air pollution sensors and other gadgets
creating the 'Internet of Things' (IoT)
could be groundbreaking. Although it is
difficult to provide an exact definition so
early in its development, those
technological advances contribute
fundamentally to a forward-thinking
concept that has been termed 'Smart
City', i.e. an urban environment that
capitalises on contemporary information
management capabilities, including the
IoT and ICT infrastructure and
applications, to improve on the delivery
of public services, transport, health,
sustainability, the economy and the
overall well being of its residents.

Look for example at the domain of built
environment, which currently undergoes
a fundamental transformation similar to
the one that established the practice of
integrated building services design
within several engineering consultancies
in the early 90s. By understanding the
capabilities of the then new high-
technologies and how these could be
integrated within the fabric of a
building, engineering firms delivered
structures with economies of scale in
terms of cost and volume (m3),
capitalising on synergies from data and
voice network structured cabling and
converged utility channelling, as well as
the implementation of applications built
upon these (e.g. HVAC management;
convergence of architectural security,
CCTV and access controls etc.).

As human activity leaves multiple digital
trails within the built environment today,
a similar transformation is possible.
Energy use captured through smart
meters, mood and comfort captured
through sensors and social media, geo-
location from phones associated with
expressed searches for specific places
etc. interactions, build gradually a vast
digital archive record of our activity
within the spaces we work and live. It is
anticipated that this information is
capable of delivering a fundamental
change in the way the built environment
and its services are managed, but it can
also become a generative mechanism
for innovation, provided several caveats
such as personal data privacy are
appropriately considered.

As examples of possible future
applications, one can consider a facilities
manager that could reduce carbon
emissions by micro-managing the
heating or cooling of spaces by
responding to real-time, actual
occupancy data. But in addition,
through information dissemination and
feedback loops (e.g. through mobile
devices) designed to effect positive
behavioural change in occupants with
respect to their energy use. Local

councils could deliver improved
community care to such extent of
detecting signs of depression in
vulnerable persons under their care, or
understanding the energy usage patterns
that generate fuel poverty in order to
eradicate it.

Moreover, this transformation takes
place in the context of an increasingly
complex environment; that of modern
cities. Within these, the increasing
interdependence of various
infrastructural components and utility
networks, the progressive urbanisation
and population growth and the current
global financial circumstances that
dictate approaches emphasising true
value for money, provide good grounds
for the application of Systems
Engineering approaches. These
emphasise more on the understanding
of component interactions and emergent
properties of the resulting system, as
opposed to the characteristics of
individual components. It thus seems
appropriate to explore this context and
how it may affect the processes involved
with the delivery of the built
environment under the aforementioned
fundamental premise of the Systems
Approach.

The Internet of Things' Impact on Future Urban and
Built Environments and the Role of Systems

Engineering in Managing it
Words: Dr Theo Tryfonas, Reader in Smart Cities, University of Bristol   Images: Unsplash

Smart City - an urban environment that capitalises on contemporary information management
capabilities, to improve on the delivery of public services, transport, health, sustainability, the
economy and the overall well being of its residents.

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/invisiblethread/entry/the_new_development_triangle_three_forces_of_the_internet_of_things?lang=en
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With the new capabilities that the
proliferation of the Internet, World
Wide Web and wireless or mobile
technologies and sensors introduce,
such as the opportunity for real-time
feedback delivered to both occupants
and facilities managers as above, the
success factors of delivering tomorrow's
built environment are changing
fundamentally. These factors may
include adoption and use of relevant
IoT technologies, improvement of post
occupancy performance (i.e. the degree
that the delivered building meets the
anticipated needs of its occupants),
added value creation and explicit
recognition of this value etc.

It is important that organisations in this
space base their decisions about
applications of future technologies to the
Smart City context on a thorough
understanding of those factors, in
addition to a deep insight on the real
capabilities, risks and the implications
they may have for key stakeholders.

In the light of these, Systems approaches
can be employed to explore future
policies, architectures and technologies
with respect to the delivery of the future
IoT-enabled urban and built
environment. Systems Thinking is
deemed fundamental in exploring key
aspects of information management
within the urban and built environment
with a horizon of 10 to 20 years ahead,
and subsequently in considering systems
modelling and solution architecting that
can lead to significant impact on the
related professional practices. A variety
of topics such as public value analysis
and smart cities economics, personal
data privacy, big data analytics and
wireless sensor network integration in
the built environment can be explored
through appropriate Systems methods
such as social networking analysis,
system dynamics modelling and Soft
Systems Methodology's (SSM) activity
modelling etc.

Another major challenge is ensuring
that suitable process models of
integration and delivery of the future
urban and built environments can be
formulated, given that the latter and
ICT are engineered systems with
fundamentally different lifecycles.
Delivering urban infrastructure of a

minimum 50-year anticipated life span
that is integrated with technology with
an effective life of no more than 5-10
years tops, is a challenge that poses
significant questions. As technology and
engineering communities we will be
able to tackle this challenge and to
ensure successful interventions, only by
understanding the true capabilities of
the current and emerging technologies
and segregating those from hype, then
by matching these to fundamental
stakeholder needs (with appreciation for
the underlying concerns such as data
privacy), and finally by demonstrating
true value for investment in those, at city
and national level.

Finally, another significant challenge is
that meaningful metrics or key
performance indicators (KPIs) for these
issues do not exist, or at best they reflect
partial views of technologists and
equipment vendors that drive the high-
tech developments in this field.

Methods that capture stakeholder
expectations and model the related
conflicts and constraints, that explore
emergent and unintended consequences
of designed solutions and quantify key
aspects of critical interactions in a
measurable way, will complement the
current qualitative understanding that
we developed through existing
fieldwork and contribute to the
development of meaningful metrics.

Therefore the Systems Engineering
community and its methods and toolsets
could make significant contributions in
the fields of IoT and Smart Cities in
every sense and should aspire to engage
with the relevant stakeholders at every
opportunity.

“Delivering urban
infrastructure of a
minimum 50-year

anticipated life span that
is integrated with

technology with an
effective life of no more

than 5-10 years tops, is a
challenge that poses

significant questions.”

mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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Next issue…

Supersized Systems
Summer ‘17

One thing that these projects all have in common - they are all BIG. We look at
undertakings on a large scale and hear about the role that Systems Engineering
plays in pulling them together.

The window for article submissions is now open. If you or your company would like
to get involved, please email the editor directly at preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk

mailto:preview-editor@incoseonline.org.uk
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UK Advisory Board Members
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INCOSE UK Upcoming Events Calendar
This calendar is a summary of events at the time of going to press - UK Chapter events are shaded blue. For

Service Systems Engineering
Meeting 25

Monday 5th June, 10:30 - 14:30

Rolls-Royce plc Whittle House WH73
PO Box 3, Filton, Bristol, BS34 7QE

The aim of this meeting will be to
review work on Service Definition for
Military Vehicles and comparison with
other work of the group.

You can book your place here.

INCOSE UK Training Day 2017

Wednesday 7th June, 9:00 - 16:00

Engineers' House, The Promenade,
Clifton Down, Bristol, BS8 3NB

INCOSE UK is offering five one day
courses for the 2017 Training Day. All
of these provide an opportunity to
update or extend your Systems
Engineering (SE) skills, under the
guidance of acknowledged experts in
the application of SE.

For more information about the event
please click here.

INCOSE International Symposium
2017

Saturday 15th July - Thursday 20th July

Adelaide Convention Centre, North
Terrace – Adelaide, South Australia
5000, AUSTRALIA

This year’s theme is 'Unlocking
Innovation through Systems
Engineering'.

INCOSE’s Annual International
Symposium is the largest worldwide
annual gathering of people who do
Systems Engineering for six days of
presentations, case studies, workshops,
tutorials and panel discussions. The

program attracts an international mix of
professionals at all levels, and includes
practitioners in government and industry,
as well as educators and researchers. The
benefits of attending the Symposium
include: the opportunity to share ideas;
network; build competency; pursue
certification; contribute to the
advancement of the profession through
collaboration on tools, processes and
methodologies; learn about new offerings
in training and education; and forge new
partnerships.

For more information click here.

SWISSED17

Monday 4th September

Lake Side Congress Centre, Zurich,
SWITZERLAND

The Swiss Society of Systems Engineering
hosts the annual SWISS Systems
Engineering Day (SWISSED).

Running since 2014, this year’s event will
be held in the Lake Side Congress Side,
located beside the beautiful Lake Zurich.

You can keep yourself updated via the
website here.

EMEA Workshop

Tuesday 19th September - Thursday 21st
September

Congress Center Rosengarten, Mannheim,
GERMANY

The INCOSE EMEA Workshop 2017 is
the event for Systems Engineers from the
EMEA region to contribute to the state of
the art in Systems Engineering. Unlike the
International Symposium and the national

conferences, there are no paper, panel
or tutorial presentations. Instead,
attendees spend three days working
alongside fellow Systems Engineers
who are there to make a difference.
Systems Engineers at all levels and
from all backgrounds are encouraged
to engage in working sessions, and to
contribute their knowledge and
experience to take the discipline
forward.

Find out more information and book
your place, via the website.

INCOSE UK Annual Systems
Engineering Conference 2017

Tuesday 21st November -  Wednesday
22nd November

The Slate, Warwick Conferences,
University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4
7SH

This year’s theme is ‘Pushing the
Boundaries of Systems Engineering’.

The Annual Systems Engineering
Conference (ASEC) is INCOSE UK's
flagship annual event and brings
together a wide range of professionals
from a variety of backgrounds, with the
common interest of building upon their
Systems Engineering (SE) knowledge
and sharing ideas with their peers.

INCOSE UK hosted its first annual
conference in 2010, with the aim of
creating the premium annual SE
conference in the UK. Now in its 7th
year, ASEC has indeed grown to
become the UK’s foremost SE
conference.

Keep an eye on the event website for
updates.

All events are correct at
the time of publishing.

To keep up to date with
all upcoming events,
please check the Events
Calendar on the
INCOSE UK website.

http://incoseonline.org.uk/EventBooking/AutoBooking/MainPage.aspx?CatID=Events&EventID=6497
http://incoseonline.org.uk/EventBooking/2017_Training_Day/General_Info.aspx?CatID=Training_Day
http://www.incose.org/symp2017/home
http://www.ssse.ch/swissed17
http://www.ssse.ch/swissed17
http://www.incose.org/emeaws2017/home
http://incoseonline.org.uk/ASEC2017/Default.aspx
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Calendar/Calendar.aspx?CatID=Events
http://incoseonline.org.uk/Program_Files/Calendar/Calendar.aspx?CatID=Events
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http://www.incose.org/symp2017/home
http://www.ssse.ch/swissed17
http://www.ssse.ch/swissed17
http://www.incose.org/emeaws2017/home
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